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CHUNKY TWISTED RIB SCARF 
The Casting On Couch 

 
 
VIDEO GUIDES: 
CHUNKY TWISTED RIB SCARF: https://youtu.be/FWeitydcRDM 
CHUNKY TWISTED RIB STITCH: https://youtu.be/DzNfA3PRORI 
Look out for the matching Beanie Hat, Gloves and Miniature 
Dachshund Coat in this chunky twisted rib series. 
 
MATERIALS 
x10 50g balls of Twilley’s Freedom Wool. Shade 435. 
9mm, US:13 knitting needles.  
10mm, US:15 knitting needles. 
Note if you are making the hat purchase circular needles (80cm or 
31.5 in long).  
Optional cable needle. 
Embroidery needle. 
 
BEGIN 
Using 9mm US:13 needles initially, cast on 34sts or any multiple of 
4sts plus 2sts. 
Row1, wrong side: K2, *p2, k2, rep * to end of work. 
Row 2, right side: K1tbl, p1, 2-St RC,* p2, 2-St RC , rep * to last 2sts 
and p1, k1tbl. 
Rows 3&4: Repeat rows 1&2. 
Rows 5&6: Introduce 10mm needles and repeat rows 1&2 until you 
have a scarf length of 1.80metres. 
Work the last 4 rows with 9mm, US:13 needles and cast off in 
pattern. 
 
 
 
 

https://youtu.be/FWeitydcRDM
https://youtu.be/DzNfA3PRORI
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FINISHING 
Darn in all loose ends, and gently block. 
Decorate with 6 pom poms. Make your templates diameter 6.5cm, 
2.5in, & the cut out of 2cm, 3/4in. 
 
ABBREVIATIONS 
2-st RC - Two Stitch Right Cross.  
Work the next two sts out of sequence as follows: Work the second st 
on the left needle as if to knit, but do not remove from the left 
needle. Next work the first st from the left needle knit wise, then 
gently remove both sts from the left needle. This forms a right 
leaning cabled twist to the work, without the neeed for a cable 
needle. How to form a 2-st RC with a CN: Sl the next st onto a CN and 
hold at the back of the work. K1 from the left needle, then k1 from 
CN. You may also form a 2-st Rc without a CN. Knit the second stitch 
on the left needle without removing it from the left needle. Now knit 
the first stitch and remove both sts from the left needle. 
K- Knit 
K2 - K2 
K1tbl- Knit 1 through the back of the loop 
P - Purl 
P2 - Purl 2 sts 
Rep * - Repeat the knitting instructions contained after the * as 
directed.  
 

Many Thanks to Thomas B Ramsden the makers of this beautiful 
Wool. Check the link  for further colour options and local stockists: 

http://www.tbramsden.co.uk 
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Not For Commercial Purposes. 
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